
Design Critique / Timeless Skin



Abstract

Timeless is a skin for MediaWiki. It’s a responsive skin meant to deliver a 
modern reading experience 

Audience: Unknown



Design Review Topics

Layout

Color

Typography



Layout

Good parts

Sticky header has become a 
conventional way for websites 
for multiple reasons.  

Easy access to Search and 
prominent search bar

Collapsed user menu to save 
space and collect related items 
under one bucket

A lot of layout problems from 
Vector still persists like 
navigation hierarchy

Sidebar is a critical space. Value 
of the real estate could be 
evaluated more seriously

Needs improvement



Layout

Duplicate site branding is 
redundent

Header breaks on small screen 
sizes, might be a bug

Needs improvement



Color

Good parts

Use of white on header and 
pages works well



Color

Color is perhaps the most concerning part of this design review. The overall use of color seems 
abrupt and noncoherent. The purpose of using these bars is very unclear. They do not reflect a 
functional use.

The horizontal bars create an effect called visual banding. The bands are distracting taking the 
attention away from the content. It conflicts with “content first” design principle that the 
foundation looks up to

Needs improvement



Colorful bars comepete for attention



Colorful bars distract from the content. content is the utmost important part



Color

Colors used are not accessible according to WCAG guidelines

AA failed
AAA failed

AA failed
AAA failed

Needs improvement



Typography

Good parts

Larger font size for body is 
great!

Larger base font size breaks the 
notification UI by making it 
extra large. The echo panel is 
huge. might be a bug

Needs improvement



Recommended changes

Single column reading to focus on content

Hidden sidebar with easy access

Use color only for function

Use WMF color palette for accessibility, brand, and consistency

Single site branding



Single center column to focus on content
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Hidden sidebar with access from sticky header
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